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Aquabot not running

My robotic pool cleaners seem to remain staged.. The robot can stay out of the water for a few minutes for testing purposes (maximum 2 minutes). Does it switch? Look at the pulley drive. Does it switch? If pulley drive doesn't turn it can be a motor drive issue. Please contact our Authorised Service Centre using our Locator or call all our
Customer Service Hotline at 1-800-845-4856. If the pulley drive changes, check the drive belt to wear and tear on the drive system. The belt needs to be taught properly. Find wear and tear on the drive pulley (pulley wear can be seen by looking at the pulley on the edge of the plate). Worn parts that control movement in the driver system
should be replaced. Check if the power supply is plugged into the wall outlet and the electricity is gaining power supply. Turn on the robot, while it comes out of the water, and behind it (the robot can run out of water for a few minutes). The robot will be in 'diagnostic mode' when placed behind it. See if the propeller motor pump starts to
rotate for a few seconds. Then, the propeller will stop; and the wheels will move forward, then reverse. Is diagnostic mode started? If So: Try running a robot in the water without a filter basket. If the robot runs normally, the filter basket may be clogged. Keep the filter basket clean (indicator: rinse the filter basket with the garden hose; clean
the filter basket after the robot is performed with its cleaning cycle. The allowed filter basket sitting unclear will have debris stuck on and around the screen; removing dry debris can cause damage to the filter basket screen). Soak the filter basket in a bucket of water. Remove the debris from the basket and put the basket back into the
robot. Aquabot Pool Rover S2-40 is a robotic pool cleaner that comes from a reliable company Aqua Products. Made in the United States and with a great reputation, there are a number of cleaners comparing with the Aquabot Pool Rover S2-40 for both the ground swimming pool and indoor pool. Robotic cleaners are markets that were
once very expensive and out of budget for most pool owners but are now becoming more affordable in price. Here are some troubleshooting tips and frequently asked questions. This is the most common question. The solution is to make sure that the filter bag is really clean. Also check to see that the suction port is not clogged or blocked
at Aquabot Pool Rover S2-40. Check to see if the unit is running out of water. Check to see if the filter bag is stuck in the screen. Check to see if the driver is stuck. To restart, press the power button once. Cleaning program will from where it stopped. Swap set-up packs. The unit most likely turned too sharp. Use E-Z Swivel to straighten
the cable. Bush to see that you have prepared the supply of units and power correctly. Bush to see see shovels are stuck. Adjust the suction port at the bottom of the unit. Check to see that nothing stops the Aquabot Pool Rover S2-40 cleaner or that the cleaner is not stuck on any loose objects in the pool. The suction harbour is too low to
the bottom of the pool. Change the axis provided by adjusting the pin configuration. This will help move the cleaner in different directions to clean. Check the axe and hover over the pin configuration. Check to see that the Aquabot Pool Rover S2-40 filter bag is clean. Adjust the time cycle on the power supply. Check to see that the axe
area is not clogged. Check the axe and hover over the pin configuration. Do not turn on Power Supply, unless the pool cleaner is in the water. Do not operate your machine while people swim in the swimming pool. Power Supply must be placed at least 12 feet /4 meters from the edge of the pool at all times! See the diagram below. To
avoid the danger of electric shocks this unit must be connected to the RCD (Waste Current Device - better known as GFCI) with relevant waste operation current not exceeding 30mA. Before implementing any troubleshooting maintenance procedures, your cleaners should be disconnected from Power Supply (transformers) and Power
Supply should be unplugged from an electrical outlet to avoid possible personal injuries or damage to your cleaners! Pool Rover S2-40i combines hydraulic engineering and free filtration system into a revolution above ground pool cleaners. BUY NOW AT THE American Cleaner Pool Pool Pool Factory Above Ground Pool Experts - it's the
best place to find everything you need to make owning a swimming pool or spa fun and simple, at the best price today. With a combined 50+ years of experience The Pool Factory employs highly trained staff on the ground and semi-swimming experts. The Pool Factory can provide unique solutions for all pool supplies and pool
requirements. Before You do Anything, go through the Checklist Below 1. Check if your indicator lights are glowing on a changer. Otherwise, make sure that the fuse indicator of 3 volts is not blown. You may want to check that the branches you use work by plugting other appliances to test. 2. Check that the unit is receiving power while in
water. Does water flow out of the shop above the unit? That is a sign that your unit accepts power. Check that the belt drive and trachs turn. If the drive belt or track is not moving, this can indicate a bad drive motor or bad driver T. 3. Is the belt driving tight and not worn? Belts have a tendency to and wear over time. If you see a belt
slipping or inappropriately fitting the drive gropse, they may need to be replaced. Check that the roller is in the right position. If the roller is not placed properly, this may indicate a worn roller bearing. Driving Driving should check occasionally. Cleaners Will Not Move but Pump Water a) Check to ensure that no debris is caught on the drive
belt or drive track. b) Check to make sure the drive belt is not worn or broken down on your Aquabot Machine. Also, the make sure belt is tight. c) Check to make sure that larger drive tracks are not loose or in the wrong place. If so, replace it with a new track. d) Check the driver pulleys. If there is no movement and no obstacles, strictly
grip one wheel and see if you can free the drive motor. If that doesn't work, you might consider taking your machine for the service. The pool is not completely cleaned a) Clean bag filter b) Make sure the cord is insignificant and/or damaged. c) Let the machine run through various cleaning cycles d) Direction of the reverse handle and
place your Aquabot at different entry points after each use. e) Check to make sure the holder is locked on a bug. f) Checking to ensure the motor operates. g) Make sure there are no obstacles in the swimming pool. The unit will not climb all the way to the wall a) Make sure the machine holder is locked in a bug position. b) Try adding
another bottom lid float. c) You may want to try emptying the bag and washing it. You can put the bag in the washing machine but make sure to just wash the cold without soap. Water Dry d) Check the brush for excessive wear and replace if necessary. e) Disinfect four screws on the machine and check to keep the propeller clean and
rotate freely. f) Check to keep the bottom intake flaps free to open and close. g) If your pool has a high alge build on the wall, it may be necessary to tore the wall first before using the machine. h) Make sure the driving belt is taught and not worn. i) Make sure there is no water available in the holder. If the water is dealt with, that means
there is a leak in the handle. Even this little problem can affect your Aquabot's performance. j) If you use Baquacil for water treatment, this can affect the ability of the unit to climb the wall completely due to loss of attractiveness. It is unlikely that both Motors (Drive Motor - Ref.# 1.15 and Pam Motor - Ref.# 1.14) suffer from mechanical
problems. In most cases, the issue lies in something that prevents the flow of electricity from the electrical tract to Power Supply (Figure 4) or via the Floating Cable (Ref.#3.1) to Aquabot itself. To find and resolve where the electrical flow is being prevented the following inspections. &amp;Electrical Channels; Connection - Make sure that
the Power Supply is installed strongly into the circulate electrical tract that has power. To test outlets, install the instrument others you know work to the store. Check that the Floating Cable is securely installed into the Power Supply. Power Supply Check that the Power Supply button is pressed on the ON position. Note: Some models
have a Reset Switch (Security), which must be pressed every time you the ON. Turn on Dead and Life Power Supply multiple times, allowing about 30 seconds between each and OFF. Remember, if your Aquabot comes with a Reset Switch, it must be pressed each time after pressing the ON button. Unplug the Power Supply from the
electrical channel. Check that the Fuse in the Power Supply Fuse Holder (Ref.# 4.4) appears operational. If the Fuse appears burned, then replace it with FUSE BLOW 5 AMP SLO Please note that there are different types of Power Supply models and Fuse locations may be at the front or back of your Power Supply. Use cotton to dry out
all sides of Fuse and Fuse Holders (inside and outside). Cable Assembly – With Power Supply unplugged, check the Power Cable (Ref.# 4.6) and Floating Cable for cuts or damage. If you detect damage to the Cable, please contact our Customer Service Department at 1-800-845-4856. See PDF for more information © 2020 Teddy Bear
Pools and Spas. Copyright. * Remove the power supply from the socket for 30 seconds.* Disconnect the Robot and switch on the power supply if it doesn't work, switch to another socket. Socket.
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